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Interview Dr.Maya Bar Dolev 

Position: PhD  
Institution: Institute of Biochemistry, Food Science and Nutrition 
Research subject: Ice Binding Proteins 
  

 Along with Dr.Braslavsky and Dr. Davies, Dr Bar Dolev was the co-author of the 
review ““Ice-Binding Proteins and Their Function” that gave us many useful information. We 
decided to contact her and Dr.Braslavsky to have their personal opinion on our project and 
guide us in our strategy of compound choice for the frost protection. She helped us a lot and 
we want to thank her for her time ! 

Do you think AFPs (AntiFreeze Proteins) would be great compounds to protect plant tissues against the 
growth of Ice crystals? 

→ I think that it will prevent ice nucleation by other bacteria. Depressing the freezing point 
of water can be crucial and AFPs do that quite well. Mind that plant do not need to decrease 
the freezing point as much as they need to inhibit ice recrystallization. (Editor’s note : ice 
crystal first form and then large ones grow at the expense of smaller ones, this process is 
the recrystallization). 

Do you think AFPs would absolutely need to act on the inside of the plants tissues, or could they be efficient 
enough if they were located just on their surface?  

→AFPs will be able to act on the surface. You should look at John Crowe’s articles about 
type 1 AFPs for such questions. At this point, there is no evidence of proteins able to enter 
the apoplast (inside of a leaf). However, in the apoplast you can find plant AFPs, of which 
the main role is to inhibit ice recrystallization., which means they keep the ice crystals 
small and prevent their growth You could make your AFP enter the cell by making the cell 
express them with the use of genetic modification, else it will be complicated. 
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Do you know why plant mutants with AFPs genes have not shown excessive improvement over cold 
resistances as compared to wild-types? 

→These are ancient results from old articles so be very careful, they may not be very 
reliable.  
Be careful about promoters used in these experiments, the strategy worked with salmon 
and a promoter of growth hormones.

For such project we aim to select bacterial chassis such as Bacillus thuringiensis or Pseudomonas 
fluorescens. What type of AFPs do you think would suit the best this type of chassis (bacteria)?  
(Editor’s note : since then our strategy has changed) 

→You could use Marinomonas primoryensis which expresses ice adhesin on its surface but not 
as a first choice. You could also work with Pseudomonas Syringae. 
Be careful to knock-out the genes that would make the bacteria attack the plant. Be also 
very careful about the organism reputation for the future commercialisation. 
The regulation on GMOs is generally less problematic than in France, there is no precise 
law, it all depends on the minister. 

We want to thank Mrs Maya Bar Dolev for her time and answers ! 


